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Abstract

Autoexposure (AE) is a critical step applied by camera
systems to ensure properly exposed images. While cur-
rent AE algorithms are effective in well-lit environments
with constant illumination, these algorithms still struggle
in environments with bright light sources or scenes with
abrupt changes in lighting. A significant hurdle in devel-
oping new AE algorithms for challenging environments, es-
pecially those with time-varying lighting, is the lack of suit-
able image datasets. To address this issue, we have cap-
tured a new 4D exposure dataset that provides a large so-
lution space (i.e., shutter speed range from 1

500 to 15 sec-
onds) over a temporal sequence with moving objects, bright
lights, and varying lighting. In addition, we have designed
a software platform to allow AE algorithms to be used in
a plug-and-play manner with the dataset. Our dataset and
associate platform enable repeatable evaluation of different
AE algorithms and provide a much-needed starting point to
develop better AE methods. We examine several existing AE
strategies using our dataset and show that most users pre-
fer a simple saliency method for challenging lighting con-
ditions.

1. Introduction and Motivation

This paper is focused on auto exposure (AE) for scenes
with challenging lighting. A camera’s AE subsystem is re-
sponsible for determining capture-time settings to ensure a
properly exposed image. Exposure is attributed to the lens
aperture, shutter speed, and sensor ISO gain; however, it
is often the case that some of these parameters are fixed at
capture time. For example, this paper focuses on the most
common form of AE, known as aperture-priority AE, where
the aperture (and ISO) are fixed to avoid changes in the
depth of field. In aperture-priority, AE algorithms are re-
sponsible for choosing the appropriate shutter speed based
on information gleaned from the current captured image.
AE is inherently a dynamic process, where the algorithm
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Figure 1. An example scene from our new 4D exposure dataset. A
moving object (globe) has a light source that is periodically turned
on and off, causing an abrupt change in lighting. Using our dataset
and AE platform, we can evaluate different AE algorithms. Here
we show four different AE algorithms which select different expo-
sures as their solution for a particular time step.

constantly predicts changes in shutter speed to account for
a changing environment. While AE is a long-standing and
well-researched problem in low-level computer vision, AE
algorithms, including those on commercial cameras, still
struggle in challenging lighting environments.

Two primary factors make scenes challenging for AE al-
gorithms. The first is when the scene’s dynamic range sur-
passes the capability of the imaging sensor. In such cases,
the AE algorithm must determine which part of the scene
will be over- or underexposed. For this problem, it is easy
to construct 3D datasets comprised of a stack of 2D images
of a stationary scene captured under intense lighting with
different shutter speeds. Several such exposure datasets ex-
ist, providing a complete solution space with fixed light-
ing and objects. The second challenging factor for AE is
when there is an abrupt change in the environment light-
ing, such as lights switching on and off or objects moving
under bright lights. Capturing datasets for this scenario is
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more complicated, given the temporal nature of the chang-
ing scene. To the best of our knowledge, there are no 4D
datasets that provide a complete solution space over a dy-
namically changing environment. This latter case is the im-
petus for our work. Specifically, we have captured a 4D
dataset using a stop-motion setup. Our dataset comprises
nine (9) scenes, each with 100 time steps and each time step
with 40 exposures. Figure 1 shows an example of a scene
in our dataset. Scenes are carefully constructed to cover a
range of challenging conditions, including objects moving
in front of intense lights, scenes with highly reflective mate-
rials, and scenes with rapid lighting changes. We have also
developed a software platform to use with our dataset.

Our new dataset and platform allow us to evaluate var-
ious AE algorithms and compare their results on precisely
the same input and starting conditions (e.g., starting in an
over-exposed or under-exposed condition). Figure 1 shows
that different AE algorithms select notably different shutter
speeds at different time steps. Given the mixed results of
these methods, we performed a user study to determine the
preferences of these different AE algorithms when used in
challenging scenes. While our evaluation represents early
work, most users preferred our AE algorithm based on a
simple saliency method to determine regions of interest in
the image. In the following, we detail the construction of
our dataset, an API designed to allow AE algorithm test-
ing, the details of the various AE algorithms tested, and the
results from our user study.

2. Related Work

This section discusses AE algorithms and datasets.
AE methods. While manual exposure control is possible
for still photography, robust AE is needed when capturing
video or photographs in dynamic environments [37, 27].
Many AE algorithms are proprietary [36, 30] because cam-
era manufacturers implement AE in hardware due to the
need for low latency [27]. AE algorithms in the literature
fall into two broad categories: (1) content-agnostic AE and
(2) semantic AE.

Content-agnostic AE approaches do not explicitly con-
sider the scene content but instead examine heuristics de-
rived from images to determine the appropriate shutter
speed [5, 31, 19, 34]. These methods typically examine the
global mean of the image’s histogram to determine a change
in the shutter speed, resulting in the current histogram mean
being changed to some target value [21, 19, 15]. Many
AE methods are variants on this basic idea but modify
how the histogram is constructed to avoid pixels in over-
exposed and under-exposed regions contributing to the his-
togram [21, 20, 8, 35]. Many works also treat AE as a
model-predictive control problem with the goal of fast cor-
rection after a poor exposure, based on histogram heuris-
tics [32, 28, 33].

Another common approach for content-agnostic AE is
to measure optimal exposure based on entropy instead of
simple histogram moments. Zhang et al. [39] proposed a
method where the best exposure was the shutter speed that
maximized the entropy of the histogram. This approach re-
quires capturing multiple exposures to find the maximum
entropy. Subsequent works attempt to reduce the search
time [26, 24] and settle for local maximums in entropy.

Semantic AE methods explicitly consider scene content
by weighting different image regions related to their se-
mantics. Many consumer cameras emphasize scenes with
faces [16]. Yang et al. [37] apply reinforcement learning
to create personalized semantic AE based on user prefer-
ence. Onzon et al. [27] recently proposed a method to
train semantic AE jointly with the task of object recogni-
tion. This method is ideal for machine vision but is not
optimized for perceptual quality. To this point, it is worth
noting that many methods in the computer vision literature
process poorly exposed images to improve the perceptual
quality of a capture image [38, 14, 18, 6, 17]. However,
these post-processing methods do not directly improve the
basic AE algorithm used to capture the image in the first
place.

AE Datasets. Several existing datasets have been collected
for tasks related to exposure-related problems. Most of
these datasets contain only a single static scene with vary-
ing exposure, often with the goal of post-processing expo-
sure correction [9, 3, 13]. Similarly, datasets have been
captured with varying exposure to construct a fused HDR
image [22, 23, 10, 12]. Recent work by [25] provided a
dataset with intensive lighting for evaluating object detec-
tion and classification. While these can be used to evaluate
AE on a static scene, none of these datasets include a tem-
poral dimension.

Video datasets with multiple exposures to examine
video-HDR methods have been captured [11, 10, 7, 4].
These existing datasets, however, often have limited expo-
sure sampling (often only two exposures) and do not in-
clude scenes with harsh lighting or abrupt changes in light-
ing. Moreover, AE algorithms are implemented in the low-
level camera hardware and are therefore applied directly to
RAW sensor data. As a result, existing static and video-
based datasets are unsuitable for evaluating AE algorithms.

As discussed in Section 1, the lack of sufficient AE
datasets is the impetus of our work. The following sec-
tions describe our dataset collection and AE evaluation plat-
form. Representative content-agnostic and semantic AE al-
gorithms are evaluated using our system. Our dataset and
platform even allow us to propose a simple semantic al-
gorithm using fast saliency detection that shows promising
performance.
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Figure 2. 4D Exposure Dataset (Scene 9). The four dimensions refer to (1) time, (2) exposure, and (3&4) the 2D coordinates of the RAW
sensor image associated with each (1) and (2). Each scene is characterized by a combination of challenging lighting conditions and objects.
In this scene, a flashing light source is simulated by turning on the spot light between t20-t39 and t60-t79.

3. 4D Temporal Exposure Stack Dataset

We captured a temporal exposure dataset with four di-
mensions: time ⇥ exposure ⇥ height⇥ width. Our cap-
ture environment was adopted from the stop-motion setup
proposed by Abuolaim et al. [2] for 4D auto-focus capture
(see Figure 3 for an image of our setup). All scenes were
captured in a dark room with two controllable 90000-lumen
spot lights and a softbox-diffused light source. The lights
use DC power to prevent the flickering effect caused by al-
ternating currents. The softbox light was used as a constant
illumination while the spot lights provide intense lighting
(high dynamic range) and can be turned on and off. Two
linear stage actuators allow us to move objects and spot
lights. An Arduino/Genuino microcontroller synchronized
scene motion, lights, and camera capture. Images were
captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark IV in RAW format
(6720⇥4480). Since we are interested in aperture-priority
AE, we fixed the camera aperture (f/14) and ISO (100).

Our setup enabled us to capture scenes with dynamic
lighting but have access to a full exposure stack at each

Camera

Linear stage

Key light

Softbox
light

Figure 3. Our dataset capture setup with controllable lights, cam-
era, and motion stage.

time step. Each scene contained 100 simulated time steps
t0�t99. For each time step t, we captured 15 exposure stack
images I0t � I

14
t . The shutter speed ranged from 1

500 and 15
seconds—that is 12.87 EV of steps. We added interesting
scene dynamics by turning on spot lights for certain time
steps of our scenes. Scene 9 is shown in Figure 2. In this
scene, the spot light is on between t20 � t39 and t60 � t79,
simulating sudden change in lighting.

Our initial AE evaluation found that 15 exposure steps
did not provide sufficient granularity for smooth exposure
changes. Instead, we found that 40 exposure levels evenly
sampled between 1

500 to 15 seconds provided a better emu-
lation of exposure adjustment in a real AE system. To ex-
pand the initial 15 exposures to 40, any exposure not al-
ready part of the original 15 exposures is interpolated based
on its two nearest neighboring exposure images in the origi-
nal sequence. The interpolation procedure assumes a linear
relationship between the exposure time and the image pixel
value [33]. To visualize the RAW images, we also process
the RAW images to have a corresponding 4D sRGB dataset
(also 100 ⇥ 40 ⇥ height ⇥ width ⇥ 3) using the camera
pipeline provided in [1].

In total, we captured nine scenes that provide a range of
challenging setups for AE algorithms. Each scene had some
combination of challenging lighting conditions: backlight,
moving light, and/or sudden changes in lighting. In addi-
tion, some scenes contained reflective objects (i.e., a mirror)
or preferred objects (i.e., faces). Table 1 shows each scene
and the corresponding lighting conditions and objects.

4. Platform

A Python-based AE evaluation platform is also devel-
oped to work with our dataset. Figure 4 shows the plat-
form’s interface and the basic workflow of testing an AE
algorithm. On the top right of the window, two drop-down
menus are provided for the scene and algorithm selection.
Users can adjust the parameters for the various AE algo-
rithms described in Section 5. The user can also select the
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Scene ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Example

image

Back
7 3 7 3light

Moving
light 7 3 7 3 7

Flashing
light 7 3 7 3

Reflective
objects 3 7 3 7

Preferred
objects 7 3

Table 1. The nine scenes (image sequences) in our AE dataset. See Section 3 for detail of the table and video/image sequence description.

starting shutter speed as the input to the AE algorithm. Af-
ter the parameters for an AE algorithm are set, the AE algo-
rithm can be applied, where it will select a single exposure
per time-step that can be played back in our GUI or saved
to a video.

Step 1: select a scene
Scene 1

Step 2: select an algorithm
Semantic

Step 3: set the parameters
target mean 0.13

draw  region of interest

Step 4: press “Run” button

Step 6: press “Pause” button
paused at frame 36

stack index is 16

Step 5: view the results
the 100 frame video

RAW /sRGB histogram
stack mean plot

shutter speed & stack index

Step 7: adjust the stack index
from 16 to 8

Step 8: view the comparison
the image at index 8
histogram of index 8

histogram of index 16
mean comparison

Time frame slider

Exposure stack slider

Figure 4. The basic steps for using our AE platform. The user
selects a scene and an algorithm. Parameters of the AE algorithm
can adjust. After the AE algorithm runs, the platform plays the
output images and the corresponding plots at 10 FPS. The user
cause a “pause” at any time frame to adjust the exposure stack
slider for comparison. Image histogram for each frame are also
shown.

5. AE Algorithms

For our evaluation of AE algorithms, we implemented
two content-agnostic and two semantic AE algorithms. The
first AE was a content-agnostic global algorithm driving the
mean to a target value [15]. The second content-agnostic
AE focused on entropy maximization [39]. Next, we imple-
ment a semantic AE that uses manually drawn bounding-
boxes to give preference to certain regions. Finally, we
implement our own semantic AE guided basd on a fast
saliency method [40].

Most AE algorithms (with the exception of the entropy
methods) can be modeled with two steps shown in Figure 5.

1. Histogram manipulation: each AE algorithm deter-
mines which pixels in the image contribute to the im-
age histogram.

2. Exposure modification: the shutter speed is adjusted
such that the histogram’s mean value is shifted towards
a user-defined target value (referred to as the ‘key’).

Each of these steps is discussed in more detail in the fol-
lowing.

5.1. Histogram manipulation

A histogram H can be represented by a vector of
RAW pixel values Hp = [p1, p2, ..., pn] and correspond-
ing weights Hw = [w1, w2, ...., wm]. Each corresponding
weight can be considered how important a pixel is to the
AE algorithm used. Typically, AE histogram manipulation
consists of changing the histogram by modifying Hw.

We look closely at three types of AE algorithms that per-
form histogram manipulation. The global algorithm uses
the full image histogram. The semantic algorithm only uses
the histogram within a specified area. We introduce our own
method: a saliency AE algorithm that uses a saliency map to
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Histogram manipulation

Mean

Figure 5. The basic steps for most AE algorithms. First, each AE algorithm uses different criteria to decide how to construct a histogram
from the current image frame. Second, the mean value of the histogram is compared to a user-specified key value. The shutter speed is
adjusted to be either longer or shorter such that the next image’s mean histogram value will better match the specified key.

build the histogram weights. An example of each algorithm
is shown in Figure 6.

The global method weights all pixels equally. Our se-
mantic method is similar to the global method, but uses
only pixels within a defined bounding-box to construct the
histogram. In our work, we have manually drawn this
bounding-box to emulate different detectors, such as a face
detector or object tracking [16]. Finally, we introduce a sim-
ple saliency method, where we first run a fast saliency [40]
detector on the image. The saliency map is thresholded and
pixels above the threshold contribute more to the final his-
togram (see supplemental materials for more details). If no
pixel is labeled salient, the saliency method reduces to the
global algorithm where all pixels have equal importance.

After using the algorithm-specific weighting function, all
algorithms implemented a histogram clipping of saturated
pixels. This was done by zeroing the weights of most (99%)
pixels with intensity greater than 0.9; we allow a small per-
centage (1%) of these thresholded pixels to contribute to the
histogram to avoid an empty histogram.

5.2. Exposure modification

The mean of a histogram H is given by a weighted av-
erage where Hw is normalized to add to 1. The camera-
specific key is typically a RAW value that maps to half-
brightness (0.5) in sRGB after being passed through the
camera-specific image signal processor (ISP). A typical
RAW key value would be between 0.18 and 0.23 because
the sRGB gamma maps these values close to 0.5 in sRGB.
However, we used a key value of 0.13 because this gives a
result close to half-brightness in sRGB due to the additional
tone manipulation in the camera pipeline [1] used to process
the RAW image.

The goal of exposure modification is to bring the mean
of a histogram to the camera-specific key. Since exposure
has a linear relationship to the RAW image, the exposure
modification can be calculated as a scale between the key
and the current mean of the histogram. In our implemen-

tation, each algorithm’s modified histogram is driven to the
key by adjusting the shutter speed up or down.

5.3. Entropy AE

We also implemented the entropy AE algorithm by
Zhang et al. [39]. Since this method operates on a post-
processed image, we perform our entropy calculation in the
post-processed sRGB space. For each time step, we com-
pute the exposure that maximizes the entropy across the ex-
posure stack. An example of this entropy maximization is
shown in Figure 6. At each time step the maximum entropy
results in an “optimal” sequence of exposure indices. This
is possible because our dataset gives us access to all expo-
sures for any time step. Note that in practice, a real AE
system would not have access to all the exposure results at
a given time step, so this method has an unfair advantage.

5.4. Reduced-size AE

Most camera AE systems subsample the RAW image.
Subsampling maintains the shape of the histogram and al-
lows for faster AE operation. We verified scale doesn’t af-
fect AE output drastically by applying all four AE algo-
rithms at three different scales (full size, 840 ⇥ 560, 168
⇥ 112) across all scenes. Reducing the image size to 840
⇥ 560 resulted in an average EV change of 0.076 across all
frames, scenes, and AE algorithms (i.e., minimal impact);
the average EV change was 0.081 when reducing to an im-
age size of 168 ⇥ 112. Figure 7 shows an example of how
exposure sequences selected by global and saliency algo-
rithms run at different scales differ marginally.

6. Experiments

One benefit of our dataset and platform is the ability to
evaluate different AE algorithms on the same input. Since
each algorithm has different criteria about which image pix-
els or pixel intensities should contribute to the determina-
tion of the exposure, we performed a user study to see if
users have a preference.
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is chosen
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Semantic histogram 
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Entropy at different exposures

Saturated pixels not
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Figure 6. An overview of the four AE algorithms used in this work. A global AE (top left) that uses the whole image to build the histogram.
A saliency AE (top right) that weights salient pixels with higher weight. A semantic AE (bottom left) that uses the bounding box we
provide to build the histogram. Finally, an entropy AE (bottom right) that chooses the exposure with maximal entropy. Here, we show the
images chosen by all of these algorithms for scene 4 at time step 59.
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Figure 7. A comparison of global and saliency AE run at three
different scales (6720⇥4480 [full size], 840⇥560, and 168⇥112)
on scene 6. There are minimal differences in AE algorithm output.

6.1. User study

We conducted a forced-choice user study to compare all
four AE algorithms on the nine scenes from our dataset. We
evaluated the algorithms by compiling overall user prefer-
ence scores for each algorithm.

To perform our study, we generate simulated videos for
all nine scenes in our dataset with four AE algorithms
(global, semantic, saliency, and entropy). Videos using
semantic AE used the bounding boxes provided with the
dataset for all frames. For saliency AE, the first time step
assumes no salient pixels. All other time steps used the
saliency map generated from the previous frame’s post-
processed sRGB image. Settings for the different algo-
rithms and examples of generated videos are provided in the

supplemental materials. Figure 8 shows an example output
for the different methods on a particular scene.

For each time-frame, we calculate the optimal index that
brings the algorithm’s modified histogram mean closest to
the key. Then, we smooth the indices using a history of
four time-steps to have smooth transitions as the exposure
changes; this was inspired by Aboulaim et al. [2], who
showed users preferred videos with smooth transitions over
those with abrupt changes.

Our study involved 33 people. The age of participants
ranged between 22 and 39 (mean = 24.4, standard deviation
= 3.3). The cohort included 22 males and 11 females. Par-
ticipants performed the study in a dark room on a 15” Mac-
Book Pro. Participants were asked to sit centered in front
of the computer screen and read the instructions. Then, par-
ticipants did 54 forced-choice comparison trials; this took
10-15 minutes per participant. In addition, the trial order
was randomized for each participant.

For each trial, a participant would view two videos ren-
dered with different AE algorithms synchronously. Videos
were 10 seconds long (10 FPS) and looped until the user
selected a preferred video—that is, forced choice. Partic-
ipants selected their preferred video by using the left and
right arrows on the keyboard. The option to select a video
was enabled only after watching the video fully one time.

This study utilized a 4⇥9 within-subjects design with the
following independent variables and levels: AE algorithm:
semantic, saliency, entropy, global; Scene: 1,2, ..., 9.
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Figure 8. The frames chosen by different AE algorithms for scene 7 at five time steps. All AE algorithms started at the same exposure.

The dependent variable measured was user preference.
The average number of votes for an AE algorithm is
bounded between 0 and 3 because each algorithm is only
compared in 3 trials per scene. User preference normalizes
the average number of votes by 3, so the metric is bounded
between 0 and 1.

Each scene requires six trials to have all pairings between
the four AE algorithms. Thus, the total number of trials was
33 participants ⇥ 9 scenes ⇥ 6 trials = 1782.

6.2. User study results

The average preference of all algorithms across the
scenes was 0.71 for saliency, 0.63 for semantic, 0.43 for
entropy, and 0.23 for global. Figure 9 shows a comparison
between the methods with 95% confidence interval bars.

An ANOVA [29] analysis was conducted and showed
that the effect of the algorithm on preference was statisti-
cally significant (F8,72 = 103.144, p < .0001). Addition-
ally, the post-hoc Fisher LSD and Bonferonni-Donn com-
parison tests [29] resulted in a significant difference be-
tween all pairs of algorithms.

In addition, Figure 10 shows a breakdown of the prefer-
ence of algorithms per scene. We see that the saliency AE
performed well across all scenes except scene 9. Most of the
time, we found that users were willing to have over/under-
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Figure 9. The average preference of AE algorithms across all
scenes. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval bars.

exposed backgrounds if it meant a foreground object (often
moving) was well exposed. However, for scene 9, users pre-
ferred a result where the foreground object (a figurine) was
dimly lit so they could see the background; thus, saliency
and semantic AE performed poorly.

There was a clear preference for the saliency and seman-
tic algorithms, because they prioritized the objects partici-
pants were more interested in viewing. Objects of interest
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Figure 10. The average preference of AE algorithms shown per scene. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval bars.

Saliency reduces 
to global for 

standard lighting

Saliency preferred over 
global in challenging lighting

Figure 11. A time plot showing how AE algorithms choose different exposures at various time steps. Here we show the results from
scene 5. In challenging lighting conditions, saliency AE chooses an exposure that prioritizes the object at the expense of the background.
However, in standard lighting, saliency and global AE choose the same exposure.

typically are moving, familiar (e.g., face), or centered in the
frame. To better understand why saliency AE had higher
user preference than other methods, we generated a plot of
exposures selected by different AE algorithms on different
scenes; Figure 11 shows an example for scene 5. We noticed
that the global and saliency method chose similar exposures
at time steps with less challenging lighting. However, for
time steps with challenging conditions (e.g. bright globe),
saliency AE chooses an exposure with more poorly exposed
pixels that keeps the preferred object at a proper exposure.

Even though our implementation of entropy AE was ad-
vantaged, it did not perform well. This might indicate en-
tropy is not a good metric when designing AE algorithms
for human viewing.

7. Concluding remarks

This paper captured a 4D dataset for studying AE algo-
rithms in challenging lighting environments. In particular,
we used a stop-motion setup to capture a temporal sequence
with an exposure stack at each time step. We also developed
a software platform to test different AE algorithms and vi-
sualize the algorithm’s solution with respect to the full so-
lution space. Our overall dataset consists of 36,000 images
that emulate nine scenes, each with 100-time steps and each
time step with 40 exposures. Our scenes include a variety of
objects, object motion, and lighting configurations. We im-
plemented four AE algorithms (global, semantic, saliency,
and entropy) and tested them on all scenes in our dataset.
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We used our platform to produce videos from these algo-
rithms’ output to conduct a user study to determine pref-
erence between methods. We found that users preferred
semantic and saliency methods, where a region of interest
was weighted more in the exposure decision. For time steps
with relatively standard lighting conditions (e.g., Figure 11
between time steps 55-65), there was no significant differ-
ence between AE algorithms. Our dataset and code is on the
project website: https://ae-video.github.io.
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